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USDA CERTIFIED ORGANIC SACHA INCHI OIL
PERUVIAN AMAZON BEAUTY SECRET
TO CREATE THE MOST
EFFECTIVE HAIR AND SKIN
PRODUCTS POSSIBLE
We knew we had to use the
healthiest ingredients, which is
why
SASHAPURE’s
key
ingredient, USDA Certified
Organic Sacha Inchi oil, is the
foundation of all our formulas.
Our cold-pressed virgin Sacha
Inchi oil—a 3,000-year-old
Peruvian Amazon superfood—
contains the highest plant
based source of omegas on the
planet. The nutrients vital for
strong, hydrated hair, and wellnourished, resilient skin. The
oil is light in nature, making it
absorb easily and quickly into
the hair, scalp and skin.

SASHAPURE is the first company to infuse its
products with USDA-certified organic, sustainably
harvested, Peruvian Amazon Sacha Inchi oil, the key to
soft, healthy, shiny hair. Our products are proven to
detangle and protect, while offering anti-aging
properties, anti-breakage ability and locking in
moisture.

OUR SACHA INCHI OIL IS:
Cold pressed, sustainably harvested,
cultivated and produced without the use of chemicals.
Non-GMO and Gluten-free

HOW DOES SACHA INCHI STACK UP TO
ARGAN OIL?
Unlike Argan Oil, Sacha Inchi contains Omega 3,
which works with Omega 6 to support barrier
function, hydration and skin smoothness. Sacha
Inchi contains nearly 30 times more natural
Vitamin E as Argan Oil and a higher refractive
index, which means it imparts more shine and
smoothness to hair.

WE’VE RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING
CERTIFICATIONS:
Sustainable and renewable
USDA Certified Organic Food Grade
Rainforest Alliance
Ecocert Organic
Fair Trade Actions

ALL SASHAPURE PRODUCTS ARE:

TALK ABOUT SUPERCHARGED SUPERFOOD!
Sacha Inchi has 48% more healing power than Argan
oil, 17 times more omegas 3 & 6 than wild salmon,
and the highest amount of unsaturated fatty acids on
the market.

Color-Safe
Cruelty-Free
Dye-Free
Sulfate-Free
Phosphate-Free
Paraben-Free
MADE IN THE USA

HEALING SHAMPOO
Free from harsh sulfates or
chemicals, this unique formula
effectively detangles, repairs and
moisturizes without stripping
your hair of natural oils or color.
An optimal blend of
hand‐picked, certified organic,
wild‐crafted ingredients restores
hair’s strength and elasticity for
miraculous shine and smoother,
healthier, more resilient hair.

HEALING CONDITIONER
This hydrating, anti-frizz formula
revitalizes hair that has been
damaged by environmental
aggressors, thermal styling, and
chemical and color treatments.
An optimal blend of hand‐picked,
certified organic, wild‐crafted
ingredients restores manageability,
strength, elasticity, and moisture for
smoother, shinier, transformed hair.

PERFECTLY DEFINING CURL
CREAM
Drench your curls with this
optimal blend of hand-picked,
certiﬁed organic, wild-crafted
ingredients to smooth,
hydrate, block humidity, and
control frizz. This exclusive
formula promotes softness
and volume for miraculous
shine and stronger, healthier,
bouncy curls.

RE-HYDRATING CLEANSING
CONDITIONER
Free from harsh sulfates or chemicals,
this time saving, no‐foam cleansing
conditioning cream hydrates, cleanses,
and detangles without stripping your
hair of natural oils or color. An optimal
blend of hand‐picked, certified organic,
wild‐crafted ingredients restores
strength, elasticity, and moisture for
miraculous shine and softer, healthier
hair.

DEEPLY THERAPEUTIC HAIR, SCALP & SKIN ELIXIR
This innovative one of a kind, certified organic
elixir is the strongest, most concentrated formula
available. It only takes a few drops to reverse
damage, stimulate hair growth, strengthen hair
strands, eliminate frizz and extend color. This
unique formula reduces skin inflammation,
dryness, redness, stretch marks, scars and the
appearance of wrinkles.
Non-GMO, color-safe, cruelty-free, dye free,
sulfate-free and paraben-free.

RESTORATIVE CONDITIONING MASQUE
This intensive hydrating, deep
conditioning, strengthening formula
revitalizes hair that has been damaged by
environmental aggressors, thermal
styling, and chemical and color
treatments. An optimal blend of
hand‐picked, certified organic,
wild‐crafted ingredients restores
strength, elasticity, and moisture for
smoother, shinier, renewed hair.

SMOOTHING & SHINE HAIR TREATMENT
This exclusive multi‐use styling and ﬁnishing
treatment smooths, softens, and straightens
without drying or build‐up, and delivers
immediate, long‐term protection from
damage, tangles, frizz, humidity, and thermal
heat. An optimal blend of hand‐picked,
certiﬁed organic, wild‐crafted ingredients
creates visibly silkier, healthier, more resilient
hair with miraculous shine and incredible
bounce.

USDA Certified Organic Food Grade Certificate

RAVE REVIEWS

AWARDS

Merchandising
2019

6pc Power Wing/Side Kick

Shelf Organizer

Available in multiply SKU count, 5pc, 6pc & 7pc

Red Lodge
Foundation
The Red Lodge Foundation is a non-profit charitable
foundation dedicated to supporting indigenous
peoples' reforestation efforts in the Peruvian
Amazon Rainforest.

Funding goes to programs and projects aimed at
supporting indigenous people of the Peruvian
rainforests develop their communities and work
with local governments to stop the damaging
effects of deforestation.
Indigenous peoples of Peru play a pivotal role in the
protection and conversation of the Amazon
Rainforest. Recognizing the different perspectives
that Indigenous peoples bring to rainforest
conservation, use and management, the Red Lodge
Foundation is passionately committed to donating a
percentage of sales from Red Lodge Beauty Inc.
brands, including SASHAPURE hair, skin and
vitamins, IF YOU KNEW, BABY GREEN and
PERFECTLY SMOOTH to support their efforts.

